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NB: some of the items listed below are clickable and allow access to the full text; those with an asterix [*] only provide clickable access to a table of contents.

**Monographs and Edited Volumes**


Derrer, D. S. (1992) We are all the target: a handbook of terrorism avoidance and hostage survival. Annapolis, Md.: Naval Institute Press [*http://lccn.loc.gov/92004415]


Israel, Ministry of Education (2002) *Target: Israeli children: scores of Israeli children have been deliberately murdered by Palestinian terrorists Jerusalem: Ministry of Education*


[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0511/2005012129.html]*


[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0719/2003066565-b.html]*


[*http://lccn.loc.gov/94031214]*


[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0630/2005923947-d.html]*


[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0711/95038848.html]*


[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0617/2006023342.html]*


[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/wiley031/2002153140.html]*


[http://lccn.loc.gov/87004731]

Treanor, K. & Chand, C. (2002) *Ashley's garden: one family's journey, from grief to spiritual restoration, in the aftermath of the Oklahoma City bombing*. Kansas City:

Andrews McMeel Pub. [http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/simon054/2001055201.html]

UN. Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary, or Arbitrary Executions (1994)

*Evidence of extrajudicial, summary, or arbitrary executions in Africa*. The Gambia, West Africa: African Centre for Democracy and Human Rights Studies

[http://lccn.loc.gov/96140108]


[http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/cam031/2003041962.html]


US. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Criminal Laws and

[*http://lccn.loc.gov/77604177*]

hearing on family caretakers*. New York: En-De Reporting

US. New York (State). Legislature. Senate. Standing Committee on Crime Victims, Crime and
Correction (2001) *In the matter of distribution of relief funds to victims*. Clifton Park, N.Y.:
Candyco Transcription Service

*Responding to terrorism victims: Oklahoma City and beyond*. Washington, D.C.: Office for
Victims of Crime, Office of Justice Programs, U.S. Dept. of Justice

[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0711/2001315194.html*]

September 11th charitable relief: an overview at one year*. New York (State). Dept. of Law.
Charities Bureau

Arbor, MI: Loving Healing Press

[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0612/2004098548.html*]


[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0711/98053392.html*]

York: Guilford Press [*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0410/2003022300.html*]

Webber, J. (et al.) (eds.) (2005) *Terrorism, trauma, and tragedies: a counselor's guide to
preparing and responding*. Alexandria, VA: American Counseling Association Foundation

[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip053/2004026961.html*]


[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0618/2004049006-t.html*]

Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press

[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip064/2005034756.html*]


[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0607/2005935644.html*]


[*http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0714/2006473353.html*]


[*http://lccn.loc.gov/2012000648*]

**Non-conventional Literature**


[https://papyrus.bib.umontreal.ca/jspui/bitstream/1866/3716/4/chowanietz_christophe_2009_these.pdf]


[http://disexpress.umi.com/dxweb#download?&type=pdf&dpubno=3318649]


[http://www.parliament.the-stationery-office.co.uk/pa/ld200607/ldbills/023/2007023.pdf]


[http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS48764]


[http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS17421]


US. Department of State (n.d.) *Compensation that may be provided to families of U.S. government civilian employees killed in a terrorist incident.* Washington, DC. [http://www.rnet.state.gov/forms/Death_Disability_Benefits__Iraq__Afghanistan.pdf]


**Prime Journal Articles & Book Chapters**


Bergesen, A.J. & Han, Y.: New Directions for Terrorism Research *International Journal of Comparative Sociology* 46 (March, 1) 2005 pp.13-29

[*http://cos.sagepub.com/content/46/1-2/133.short]


Chipman, K. (et al.) Predictors of posttraumatic stress-related impairment in victims of terrorism and ongoing conflict in Israel *Anxiety, Stress and Coping* 24 (3) 2011 pp.255-27


Gammonley, D. & Dziegielewski, S. F.: Crisis Intervention Responses to Children Victimized by Terrorism: Children Are Not Little Adults. Brief Treatment and Crisis Intervention 6 (1) 2006 pp. 22-35


Hoffman, Bruce.: The rationality of terrorism and other forms of political violence: lessons from the Jewish campaign in Palestine, 1939-1947 Small Wars & Insurgencies 22 (2) 2011 pp.258-272


LaFree, G. (et al.) Cross-National Patterns of Terrorism British Journal of Criminology 50 (4) 2010 pp.622-649


[*http://www.impact-kenniscentrum.nl/doc/kennisbank/1000011108-1.pdf*]


Nuttman-Shwartz, O. (et al.) Group Therapy with Terror-Injured Persons in Israel: Societal Impediments to Successful Working Through *Group* 26 (1) 2002 pp.49-59


Silke, A.: Children, Terrorism and Counterterrorism: Lessons in Policy and Practise *Terrorism and Political Violence* 17 (1) 2005 pp.201-213


**Resources on the Internet:**

The European Commission [The EU stands by the victims of terrorism]


Target: Israeli children


US Office for Victims of Crime, US

[http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/ovc/welcome.html]

Victims of Terrorism [Beirut, Lebanon, October 23, 1983]

[http://victimsofterrorism.net/index.php]

*Violence and Victims* [Journal]

[http://www.springerpub.com/product/08866708]

World Trade Center Site Memorial Competition

[http://www.wtcsitememorial.org/index.html]
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